
ROUTING HEAD     32.000 rpm 7,5 kw - Liquid CooLed

AUTO TOOL CHANGER   12 poSiTioNS

AXIS SPEED     up To 70 mT/miN

SENSORS     TooL LeNGHT pre-SeTTiNG 
      NANo SeNSor XYZ:
      - TopoLoGY SurfACe CompeNSATioN (TSC)
      - SLoT miLLiNG depTH/widTH

OPTION      STeeL CouNTer pACk
      emboSSiNG pACk
      rubber pACk
      SAmpLe mAkiNG pACk

MOTORS     bruSHLeSS

WEIGHT      from 2800 kG up To 3700 kG

DATA INPUT      .Cf2 - .dXf - .dwG

ROUTING AREA     1650 x 1300 mm
      2100 x 1300 mm
      2500 x 1700 mm

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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by Integra technologIes srl 

Via XXiX maggio 18_20025 Legnano (mi) italia
Tel. +39 0384 670948_fax +39 0384 682322

production plant: 
Via per Castelnovetto 8/12_27030 rosasco (pV) italia

info@deltadiemaking.com
www.deltadiemaking.com



LGT represents the evolution of one of our historic 
model, with countless of installed machines 
worldwide, now comes with new features 
and performances…
The new frame expressly designed for heavy 
duty processes combined with a new generation 
brushless motors grants a rapid axes displacement 
up to 70mt/min. 
LGT is equipped with a high power spindle 

(7,5 kw liquid cooled) able to grant 24/7 production.
The accuracy is not in discussion; two sensors 
(Tool Lenght preSetting and a Nano Sensor XYZ) 
grant the maximum precision on every material…
The sophisticated Cuttingpackage (rubberCutting 
and/or Samplemaking) complete the offer 
for this top of the range diemaking router…
LGT is now the choice for the diemaker who aims 
a prompt roi on a multifunctional router.
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